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Daniel Boone, whose name is immortalized because of his
heroic efforts in settling Kentucky, was actually not the first
one to discover this region. The discovery was made as early
as 1754 by James McBride who "passed down the Ohio River with
some others, in canoes, landed at the mouth of the Kentucky
River, and marked the initials of his name and the date upon a
tree."-^ Four years later, a Dr. Walker made a trip to the
northeastern portion of the territory. Then nine years after
him, and only two years prior to the date of Daniel Boone's
first entrance into Kentucky John Finley with some Indian
traders from North Carolina maie a tour throughout the region.
The stay of these men was brief, however, and to Daniel Boone
belongs the honor of being Kentucky's first pioneer to settle.
The settlement of Kentucky by the Aneio-American pioneer
was no easy task. The Indian: relinquished his soil only in dis
pute. Upon his captive the savage inflicted the most relent
less torture. "Neither the innocence of infancy, the tears of
beauty, nor the decepitude of age, could awaken sympathy or
touch his heart. The tomahawk and the stake were the instruments
-�-A. H. Redford, The History of Methodism in Kentucky
(Nashville: Southern Metnodist Publishing House, 1668), I,~18.
2the instruments of his cruelty -"2 in spite of these perils,
however, these first white settlers ^.^Imly fought their way
westward. It was during these beginnings and amid these
dangers that James Haw and Benjamin Ogden were appointed by
the Methodist Church as missionaries to the District of Ken
tucky .
As nearly as can be determined, the first public re
ligious service ever to be held in Kentucky was held at
Boonesboro on May 28, 1775. The preacher was the Reverend
John Ly the of the Church of England. The service was held
under the spreading branches of a magnificent elm, which
stood about fifty yards to the south of the then-unfinished
fort built by Judge Henderson. This fort was erected near
the mouth of Otter Creek in what is now Madison County,
Kentucky, at a place on the Kentucky River selected for a
settlement .
In his Journal of May 14, two weeks before the time
of this service, Judge Henderson, promoter and head of the
Transylvania Company, wrote the following:
No divine service-our church not being finished--
that is to say, about fifty yards from the place where
I am writing and right before me to the south, (the
river about fifty yards behind my camp and a fine spring
%bid . , p. 19.
a little to the west), stands one of the finest elms that
perhaps nature ever produced in any region.... This di
vine tree, or rather one of the many proofs of the exis
tence from all eternity of its Divine Author, is to be
our church, state house, council chamber, etc., and ha
ving many things on our hands we have not had time to
erect pulpit, seats, etc., but hope by Sunday Sennight ^
(a week) to perform divine service for the first time-in
a public manner and that to a set of scoundrels who
scarcely know God or fear a devil if we were to judge
from most of their loojis , words and actions.
The occasion for this first public worship service
was novel indeed. The Transylvania Company had just pur
chased twenty million acres of land from the Cherokee Indians
this land lay between the Ohio and Cumberland Rivers and west
of Kentucky. While the land was being purchased, however,
James Harrod, an early settler, was already in that part of
Kentucky building cabins at what is now known as Harrodsburg.
About the same time, Benjamin Logan was likewise establish
ing a station at St. Asaph's, now Stanford, Kentucky. Other
sites were being similarly established by still other men on
these twenty million acres that actually were to be the pos
session of the Transylvania Company.
Judge Henderson, who was the promoter of this great
Transylvania transaction, had difficulty in coming to terms
with Harrod and Logan; meanwhile, immigrants were pouring
E. Arnold, History of Methodism in Kentucky
(Herald Press, 1935), I, 3.
into this immense tract of land, staking claims for them
selves on the already-purchased property. In view of the
general confusion, the need of a government was obvious.
Henderson ordered an election of delegates in each of the
settlements and fixed a date for a legislative assembly�
the first ever held in the great West. -The date fixed was
May 23, 1774. The Reverend William Arnold, historian, de
scribes the opening of the assembly thus: "With all the
formality of a Btitish parliament they proceeded to open
the Assembly and to enact laws for the government of the
territory."^ lythe opened the Assembly with "divine ser
vice" which doubtless means that he offered prayer, invoking
God's blessing upon the session. The work of this group as
a legislative body was completed on Saturday, May 27, but
most of the delegates remained for divine worship� the
first ever held in Kentucky� on Sunday. As Judge Henderson
wrote in his Journal, both the legislative assembly and the
religious service were held under the magnificent elm.
The Reverend Lythe , the preacher of this first re
ligious service, later became a chaplain in a Virainia regi
ment led by Colonel Rusaell during the Revolutionary War.
There remains a tradition that while on an expedition
'^Ibid.
5against the Cherokee Indians, he was Killed and scalped by
them.
Thus aiiid hardships both from nature and from the
Indians, the minister of the gospel was as much a part of the
early settlement as was the trail blazer.
CHAPTER II
DENOyilWATIOim DEVELOPMENTS
The Baptists as a group were the first to proclaim
the truths of Christianity in Kentucky. As early as 1776
the Reverend William Hickman, a Baptist preacher, came from
Virginia on a tour of observation and during his stay he de
voted much of his time to preaching the gospel. "He was
perhaps the first preacher of any denomination who lifted
the standard of the cross on the dark and bloody ground."^
It was not until 1781, however, that the Baptist
church was organized in Kentucky. Their first church was
known as the Gilbert's Creek Church. It was located on
Gilbert's Creek, a few miles from where the town of Lan
caster, Kentucky now stands.
During this time of denominational development in
Kentucky, the name of Boone again enters the historical
backdrop. This time, however, it refers to Squire Boone, a
Baptist preacher and a brother of Daniel Boone. It does
not seem that at this time Squire Boone was very zealous in
the Master's work, for although he had been at Boonesboro
for nearly two months before the meeting of the Legislature
^Redford, 0�. clt . , p. 21.
7of the Transylvania Company there is no record of his hol
ding any sort of religious service. As mentioned before,
Judge Henderson records that the service held by John Lythe
was the first held at Boonesboro. For some, reason Squire
Boone allowed two months to pass without any effort to reach
his rough and wicked fellow-pioneers with the gospel. It is
a matter of record, however, that on August 7, 1776 Boone
officiated in the first wedding to take place on Kentucky
soil.S
It is impossible to determine the church affiliations
of many of these first settlers of Kentucky. The Boones,
however, were Baptists, but Daniel himself was never a mem
ber of any church. His religious beliefs, however, are well
outlined in a letter to his sister-in-law, dated October 17,
1816, Daniel Boone wrote, "All the relegan (sic) I have is
to love and fear God, believe in Jeses (sic) Christ, Dow (sic)
all the good to my nighboors (sic) and my Self (sic) I cah
and Do (sic) as little harm as I can help and trust on God's
marcy (sic) for the rest."'''
It is not surprising that many of the early pioneers
in Kentucky were Baptists: for large numbers of them came
^Arnold, 0�. clt . . p. 5.
'''ibid, , p. 6.
8from a Baptist stronghold in Worth Carolina whence also the
Boones came. The first Baptist preacher to settle in Ken
tucky was the Reverend Thomas Tinsley. As early as 1776, a
year after the service conducted by John Lythe at Boonesboro,
Tinsley was preaching every Sunday at Harrodsburg, Kentucky.
The first church to be built in Kentucky was a Bap
tist church. It was erected on a site which is now half a
mile from the city limits of Elizabethtown. This church was
completed on June 18, 1781. The organization of the church
took place under the shade of a sugar tree. Thirty -seven
members belonged to the church. By the close of 1785 there
were eighteen Baptists churches in Kentucky. It is a matter
of record that the first revival of reliaion in Kentucky was
among the Baptists of old Providence Church in Clark County,
not far from Boonesboro.
After the Baptists, the next denomination to enter
Kentucky was the Presbyterian. The Reverend William Arnold,
historian of early Methodism, records that Judge Henderson,
Benjamin Logan, the McAfees and others were ''Blue Stocking
Presbyterians".� This title applies also to prominent fami
lies who settled about Danville, Harrodsburg, on Cane Run,
Qlbid. t p. 1-2*
and at the forks of Dick's River.
These early Presbyteri aas in Kentucky held their
first Presbytery in 1786, at which time a Mr. Tera Templin
a local preacher, was ordained. The Reverend David Rice,
who could be called the father of Presbyterianism in Ken
tucky, wrote shortly after his arrival in this territory:
After I had been here some weeks and had preached
at several places, I found scarcely one man and but a
few women who supported a creditable profession of
religion. Some were grossly ignorant of the first
principles of religion, some given to quarreling and
fighting, some to profane swearing, some to intemper
ance, and perhaps most of them totally negligent of
forms of religion in their homes
In 1784 the first Presbyterian church in Kentucky
was organized. By this time it is estimated that there
were about 30,000 immigrants in the state. Only the year
before an estimated 12,000 white people lived in Kentucky.
This sudden wave of immigration- in 1784 brought Methodism
into Kentucky, the third' significant religious ^roup.
Among these first Methodist families were those of
Francis Clark and John Durham. They settled in Boyle
County about six miles west of Danville, These two men
"immediately organized a class, the first in the far west.
^ibid, , P� 14.
lOjbid. 0,. p, ZZ,
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It was the zeal of such vision-minded men that made Metho
dism grow in the pioneer era.
In the year of 1786 the Methodist Bishop Asbury
appointed James Haw and Benjamin Ogaen as missionaries to
Kentucky, which was as yet a part of the state of Virginia.
Not until 1792 did Kentucky become a separate state. Red-
ford, in his writings, makes the following comments about
Mr. Ogden and Mr. Haw:
The quick discerning eye of Bishop Asbury detected
in these men the qualifications requisite for a life of
toil, of sacrifice, of suffering: and their deep de
votion to their Heavenly Master's cause eminently fitted
them to become pioneer preachers in this far-off Western
Country. Theirs was a noble design. It was not to en
gage in speculation, or to seek for worldly opulence.
No; they were impelled by higher motives. Men were pe
rishing and they came to snatch them from ruin. They
oame to establish a system whose purpose it is to re
cover man from sin; to elevate him morally and socially:
and when dying to kneel beside his pillow and point his
fading eyes to the land afar off
The hardships endured by early preachers such as
Haw and Ogden are almost inconceivable. Two pioneer Metho
dist preachers were murdered by the Indians. Men went to
church with rifles over their shoulders, and not infrequent
ly were they ambushed by Indians hiding in the bushes and
cane brakes. Often night overtook these early preachers in
-'�^Redford, 0�. ci t. , pp. 23-24.
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the forest, weary and hungry, with only a saddle blanket for
a bed and saddle bags for a pillow. They "were compelled to
sleep under the stars trusting God to keep them from the maw
of wild beasts and from the scalping knives of savage men."-^2
Rarely, however, did these servants of God themselves go armed.
Arnold in describing the rugged life of the early itinerant
preacher adds, "An itinerant preacher, in serving his circuit
one year, had to swim the Big Sandy River or its tributaries
two hundred times. The average life of a pioneer preacher
was less than seven years. "-^"^
James Haw, in writing to Bishop Coke said, "Observe,
no man must be appointed to this country that is afraid to
die. For there is now war with the Indians, who frequently
lurk behind the trees, shoot the travelers, then scalp themj
. . , ."14
The moral conditions as well as the physical dangers
of early Kentucky must be understood. For the preacher's
grief was not in the wilderness alone but also in the people
with whom he had to deal. There was a greed for land among
�^^Arnold, 0�. cit. , p. 30.
l^Ibid.. pp. 30-31.
l^ibid. , p. 31.
i�
the pioneers which resulted in quarreling aid fighting.
There was also drinking and Sabbath-breaking. It is re
corded, "Infidelity was prevalent among the more educated,
and beastliness was frightfully common among the ignorant
and less refined."-'-^ It was with this mass of godless peo
ple that the early preachers had to contend.
Arnold speaks of the character of Methodism in those
days in Kentucky;
It had no compromise to maKe with sin. It unsparing
ly denounced the habit and love of wickedness and im
periously demanded that the "wicked forsake his way and
the unrighteousness man his thoughts; and let him return
unto the Lord I" But it held forth a gospel which was
indeed the "power of God unto salvation to every one that
believe th. ..." This gospel of the love of God for
lost sinners, and the universal redemption made by Christ
on the cross, broke the hard hearts of some wicked men
and women, but aroused the intense hostility of others.-^"
The itinerant preacher was but poorly compensated for
his tireless efforts to reach people for Christ. Even by the
year 1797 his salary was only sixty-four dollars a yeai*.
Arnold states that the annual salary of the early Methodist
preachers , not only in Kentucky but in other areas of Colo
nial America, was sixty-four dollars. All had the same in
come whether pastor, presiding elder, or bishop.-^'''
l^Ibid.
l^Ibid. , pp. 31-32
I'^Ibid., p. 147.
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The first Methodist church in Kentucky was organized
by missionary Benjamin Ogden in 1786 in the cabin of Thomas
Stevenson in Mason County.
It would seem that the next group to have an organi
zation and a place of worship in Kentucky were the Cai.holics.
A large number of Catholics settled in Kelson County, buil
ding their first church in 1792 at Holy Cross,
By this date the influx of migrants into Kentucky was
so great that it is difficult sometimes to determine the or
der in which the several other denominations came into being.
The Christian Church, however, is also among the early pio
neering churches. The well-known Cane Ridge Meeting House is
perhaps not its oldest building in America but it undoubted
ly is the denomination's most historic. It stands today as
a monument to the origin of the Christian Church. This log
meeting house at Cane Ridge, forty by fifty feet, is still
in fine preservation today.
When they heard of the great Cane Ridge Revival in
this territory, three Shaker missionaries left New York and
came to Kentucky, That was in the years 1800 to 1802, They
walked the 1,233 miles on foot. These three, John Me a cham,
Issachar Bates, and Benjamin Young, started two colonies in
the state� one at Pleasant Hill and the other at South Union
in the southern part of the state. The Pleasant Hill colony
14
became known as Shakertown. At its height Sha^erism in
America numbered eighteen colonies with a membership of 5,
000. Its decline began about 1860 and by 1937 only three or
four colonies still existed, with a total membership of less
than two hundred. 1�
Various faiths and religious bodies added themselves
to the new frontier territory. In the brief period from
1776 to 1800 Kentucky became the melting pot of many diffe
rent denominational groups. The number of migrants kept
steadily increasing. They represented a variety of religious
faiths. They were industrious and courageous. Not a few
gambled their possessions and even their lives to stake a
claim in a new and uncivilized land. But the preachers were
the most sacrificial of all these pioneers, for they came hot
for land, money, or fame, but to win the men and women of the
frontier to Christ.
Denominational ism is democracy, and it was the free
expression of religious conviction as well as the free ex
pression of democratic beliefs that expanded the embryonic
West that lay beyond the Allegheny Mountains.
�^�G. A. Turner, Christian Beginnings in Kentucky
(Asbury Theological Seminary, 1946)7 Investigations con-
ducted by students of the class in American Church History.
Typewritten.
GHiiPTER III
THE GREAT REVIVAL 1799�1800
The truth of the oft-quoted phrase, "The blood of the
saints is the seed of the Church," has been demonstrated in
Kentucky as well as elsewhere. The blood shed by the saints
fertilized the land for the coming of the "Great Revival" .
The beginning of the Great Awakening is generally
placed about 1740; by sane a few years earlier. Charles
Thompson speaks of the spiritual status of the conditions in
America as they existed on the eve of revival:
A single phrase may outline it: Foimalism as opposed
to vital godliness. Puritan severity had yielded to the
gradual encroachment of an all -pervading worldliness .
Between the Church and the world the line had �,rown so
shadowy as to be almost invisible. Conversion was not
necessary to church membership--a work of grace in the
heart not at ali essential to an approach to the commu
nion table, and not at all times to be insisted on as a
qualification even for preaching the gospel .^^
Samuel Blair, the venerable president of Princeton
College, writes in similar vein about conditions in this
country just prior to the Great Awakening, "Religion lay,
as it were, dying and ready to expire its last breath of
life in this part of the visible Church, "20 Jonathan Ed-
Charles Thompson, Times of Refreshings (Chicago;
Fairbanks and Company, 1877), p. 37,
20ibid.
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wards writes, "Many seemed to be awakened with the fear that
God was about to withdraw from the l&ndJ'^l Charles Thompson
continues with the following description of the spiritual
status of our country just prior to the Great Awakening :
From 1770 to the close of the century was a time of
spiritual death For this deplorable condition of
church life there were manifest reasons. , . "The old
French war". . . (and then the danger of) an open rupture
with the mother country. By 1776 the people's attentions
were turned, not to religion, but to war, independence
and freedom. Along with this excitement was the usual
intemperance, profanity, Sabbath-breaking and other sins
� � � *
The state of Kentucky was desperately in need of moral
and spiritual revival. Men were impious, disrespectful, im
moral, and church membership was lagging. Although the
state's population increased from about 100,000 to 260,000,
the Methodist Episcopal Church decreased" in- membership from
1,808 to 1,740.23 When conditions were apparently hopeless,
men like Reverend James McGready of the Presbyterian Church
and certain Christian lay people set days aside for prayer
and fasting before God. The synods of the Kentucky Presby
terian Church were also becoming alert to the need:
21lbid.
22ibid. , pp. 67-8.
23r. u. Price, Hols ton Methodism (Nashville: Publish
ing House of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South,, 1903), p.
331.
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Faced with the prevailina, bold irreiigion of the day,
pastors, presbyteries, and the General Assembly had cal
led for days of fasting and prayer. These were observed,
and conditions for a real Pentecost were fulfilled. Were
church leaders then surprised� as we often are--when God
answered prayers and sent His showers? 24
From North Carolina in 1795 the Reverend James Mc
Gready, at the age of thirty- three years, answered the call
of some of his former parishoners who had moved to Kentucky,
to come to Logan County. He is described as a preacher of
great force. "Regeneration, faith, and repentance were his
favorite topics, and an anxious and general concern was awa
kened among his hearers on the subject of experimental reli
gion." 25
It was in McGready 's Red River Church near Adairville,
at the July, 1799 Sacrament, four Presbyterian ministers
being present, and while Reverend William Hodge was
preaching that the first evidence of the Revival appeared.
However, all was oraerly until in the rear, a woman, un
able to repress her feelings longer, gave vent to loud
cries. An intermission was announced, but the people
would not leave their seats, and wept in silence all over
the house. Too much agitated to preach, one of the mini
sters, instead, exhorted the people to let God have His
way in their hearts and lives. On which many broke their"
silence and gave vent to cries for mercy and pardon.
Some prayed aloud, and this was followed by shouts of ec-
stacy as relief came to the soul. Deep agitation came
over the whole crowd. They were bowed before it, as a
^^One Hundred and Fifty Years of Kentucky Presbyter
ianism (Danville, Kentucky: Synods of the Kentucky Presby-
terian Church, U.S. and U.S.A. ,1951) , p. 18.
25 Ibid.
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field of grain before the wind. 26
Similar revival fires are to be found about this
time in other churches along the frontier. They seemed to
appear spontaneously, each independent of the rest. Camp
meetings spread rapidly, as a prairie fire before a great
wind. The woods and paths seemed alive with people, and
the numbers reported as attending is almost incredible.
While the camp meetings were in progress, business of aH
kinds was suspended, dwelling houses were deserted, and
whole neighborhoods were emptied. "All flocked to the
common centre, --the Camp Meeting ."2?
An account of one of these early camp meetings is
illuminating:
In the first phase of the Revival, the camps were
very orderly, and arrangements were well organized.
One section of the grounds was -for women and one for
men, and the grounds were always closely patrolled.
A central "shelter" much like the later "brush arbor",
was the place for preaching, and the surrounding graves
were used for private prayer and conferences. Minis
ters and people spent much time in prayer, and when the
preacher entered the pulpit, it was evident to all that
he came in the power of the Spirit, charged with a
solemn message for the people. 28
A description of the camp in Logan County discusses
26ibid.
27lbid. , p. 13
28lbid.
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some of tne paenomena of this kind, of gathering;
The multitudes came together and continued a numher
of dayB and nights encamped on the ground, during which
time worship was carried cn in some part of the encamp
ment. The scene was new to me (Reverend Barton Stone)
and passing. It baffled description. Many, very many,
fell down as men slain in battle, and continued for
hours together in an apparently breathless and motion
less state, sometimes for a few moments reviving and
exhibiting symptoms of life by a deep groan or piercing
shriek, or by a prayer for mercy ferventl-y uttered-.
After lying for hours they obtained deliverance. The
gloomy cloud" that had covered their faces seemed gra
dually and visibly to disappear, and hope, in smiles,
brightened into joy. They would rise, shouting deli
verance, and then would address the surrounding multi
tude in language truly eloquent and impressive- With
astonishment did I hear men, women and children declar
ing the wonderful works of God and the glorious myste-.
ries of the ^ospel. Their appeals were solemn, heart-
penetrating, bold, and free. Under such circumstances
many others would fall down into the same state from
which the speakers had Just been delivered.
Two or three of my particular acquaintances from a
distance were struck down. I sat patiently by one of
them, whom I Knew to be a careless sinner, for hours,
and observed with critical attention everything that
passed, from beginning to the end. I noticed the mo
mentary revivings as from death, the humble confession
of sin, the fervent prayer, and the ultimate delive
rance; then the solemn thanks to God, and affectionate
exhortation to companions and to the people around to
repent and come to Jesus. I was astonished at the know
ledge of gDspel truth displayed in the address. The
effect was that several sank down into the same appear
ance of death. After many such cases, my conviction ^�/8S
complete that it was a good work� the work of God; nor
has my mind wavered since on the subject. Much did I
see then, and much have I seen since, that I consider
fanaticism. . . but that cannot be a Satanic work which
brings men to humble confession, to forsaking sin, to
prayer, fervent praise and thanksgiving and to a sin
cere and affectionate exhortation to s inners to repent
20
and come to Jesus the Saviour. 29
Davenport rationalizes the revival movement by asser
ting that these early frontier people were degenerates in
tellectually, with a quick; response to any kind of stimulus.
Their children, too, were fitted with the same forceful mo
tor traits as the parents I He acknowledges, however, that
these early revivals had some good effect on society. And
he adds :
There is much reason to believe that the habits of
impulsive social action developed and fostered in the
early years of the century by the Kentucky revivals, and
imitated at intervals ever since, have played their un
worthy part in rendering that section of our country pe
culiarly susceptible to hig,hly emotional oubreaks of pre
judice, passion and even criminality .^^
A phenomenon that was peculiar to these early revival
movements came to be known as "the jerks". The jerks appeared
to have an overwhelming effect on the people. Jerking, which
struck saint and sinner alike, was likely to come during a
song or sermon. These jerks seemed to be unavoidable;, the
more they were resisted the stronger they became. The only
remedy against them seemed to be that of earnest prayer.
2^Frank Beardsley, History of American Revivals (New
York: American Tract Society, 1904;, pp. 91-3, quoting Reve
rend Barton Stone.
^^F. M. Davenport, primitive Traits in Religious
Revivals (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1905), p. 86.
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To cite an illustration as to what happened to one person
who scoffed at the jerks and rebelled against them, the wri
ter draws from Peter Gartwright:
I will relate a very serious circumstance which I
Knew to taKe place with a man who had the jei'KS at a
camp meeting, on what was called the Ridge, in William
Magee's congregation. There was a great worK of reli
gion in the encampment. The jerKS were very prevalent.
There was a company of drunKen rowdies who came to break
up the meeting. The rowdies were headed by a very large,
drinking man. They came with their bottles of whisKey
in their pocKets. This lar�>e man cursed the Jerks and
all religion. Shortly afterward he took the jerks, and
he started to run, but he Jerked so powerfully he could
not get away. He halted among some saplings, and, al
though he was violently agitated, he took out his bottle
of whiskey, and swore he would drink the damned jerks
to death; but he JerKed at such a rate he could not get
the bottle to his mouth, though he tried hard. At
length he fetched a sudden jerk, and the bottle struck
a sapling and was broKen to pieces, and spilled his
whiskey on the ground. There was a great crowd gathered
around him, and when he lost his whiSKey he became very
much enraged, and cursed and swore very profanely, his
jerks still increasing. At length he fetched a violent
jerk, snapped his neck, fell, and soon expired, with
his mouth full of cursing and bitterness .^^
Peter Gartwright, a man who knew much about the prac
tice of these strange body contortions, gives his philosophy
of the jerks as follows:
I always looked upon the jerks as a judgment sent
from God, first, to bring sinners to repentance; and
secondly to show professors that God could work with or
without means, and that He could work over and above
"-*-^Peter Gartwright, Autobiography of Peter Gartwright
(New York: Abington Press, 1956), p. 46.
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means, and do whatsoever seemeth good, to the glory of
his grace and the salvation of the world.
Gartwright is of the opinion that although many simulated
the practice , with many more the movements were entirely
involuntary.
It is true too often, however, that during a genuine
revival heretical and fanatical elements sometimes make
their appearance. This was the case with Issachar Bates,
John Meacham, and Benjamin Young, whom the writer has al
ready mentioned, These men were not really interested in
the revivals as the work of God, Their concern was to take
advantage of this great work for their own selfish ends.
The fact that Shakerism has faded from all but historical
records would seem to testify to at least the instability
of the structure they were seeking to build.
As previously mentioned, the camp meeting originated
from the Great Revival, a phenomenon of American relisious
life that exists to this day. Many camp sites became perma
nent. They now maintain solidly-built tabernacles and cot
tages. Contemporary camp meetings are annually planned




The early c anp meetings, however, were almost entirely spon
taneous in conduct; accommodations were apt to be makeshift
and temporary.
In these days of revival, when preachers were hard to
find, some of the denominations felt forced to relax stan
dards for ordination. In the case of the Presbyterians, the
older preachers licensed many of the young men to preach,
contrary to the confession of faith of the church, which re
quired its ministers to believe in unconditional election,
reprobation, and the unconditional and final perseverance of
the saints. Many ministers ^ave up these doctrines of high
Calvinism and preached free salvation to all mankind. The
Westminister Confession also required that every man desi
ring a license to preach should have a liberal education.
This qualification was frequently dispensed with also.
Many promising young men with little formal schooling were
licensed to preach. This loose practice led the Presbyterian
Church to call some of its men to stand trial. As a result
some were censured; some were suspended; some were obliged to
surrender their credentials; still others were cut off from
the Church.
In spite of some doctrinal and other differences, there
was in these days of revival a marked cooperation among the
several denominations. Baptists, Presbyterians, and Metho-
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dists labored together, pooling their resources for the com
mon effort to win the lost for Jesus Christ. Many apathetic
churches were awakened and lethargy was exchanged for enthu
siasm.
The Great Revival culminated in Kentucky in the Cane
Ridge Revival. This was the last well-known movement that
bore all the genuine marks of the Awakening movement.
Another chapter must tell its story.
CHAPTER IV
Thij Crti\ix:< RIliGE HEVIViiL--1301
The revival at Cane Ridge, Kentucky seemed to climax
the Great Revival that swept the eastern states.. Thompson
has this xo say about the meeting:
Probably in no (other) part of the country were there
more marked displays of Divine grace, neither in any
other place was there so large an admixture of human
passions followed by so many deleterious effects.
Some have even ventured to say that the Cane Ridge
Revival in Kentucky was the most extraordinary revival that
ever visited the church of Christ. Men of that day testify
to the terrible state of affairs prior to t he coming of the
Great Revival. Infidelity seemed to be everywhere, vlth re
ligion rapidly expiring. This mocking, cursing, g:.mbling,
drinking society needed what no sociologist could offer. It
needed God.
As elsewhere in the Awakening, prayer played an impor
tant part in the revival movement in Kentucky. Christians
entered into a solemn covenant to spend time in prayer for an
outpouring of the Spirit of God to the end that men might be
saved. The usual prayer times agreed upon were the half hour
at sunset on Saturday and the half hour before sunrise on
"^^Thompson, 0�. cit . , p. 81.
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Sunday. A significant factor in the Great Awakening of
1857 to 1858 in the New York colonies was the noon-day
prayer meetings. At oae of these meetings attendance mounted
to two thousand and more.
The young nation about this time was experiencing
growing pains. People were surging across the Alleghenies
into the vast, promising plains. Many of them were interes
ted only in finding an escape from religion and the strin
gent demands of an increasingly complex social order. One
writer characterizes a certain element of this mobile group
thus :
They let their thumbnails grow long, the better to
gouge out the eyes of their enemies. They lost all
track of days and dates; few knew or cared when the Sab
bath fgll. . . . Loneliness bleached their minds and
souls ,
Women would be left alone for weeks in their small
deserted log cabins while the men were out hunting or fight
ing. These men sometimes returned to find only ashes and a
memory. Loneliness was one of the dreaded words of that day.
Cabins were off by themselves. Growing families were likely
to suffer a shocking mortality rate. For reasons like these
the camp meeting was attractive to such people.
'^^Robert Wallace, "The Rugged Basis of American Pro
testantism," Life , Special Issue :Christianity (December 26,
1955), p. 72.
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The influence oi' agnostic philosophy in the early
V/est was a telling on. The rationalism of the times had a
neutralizing effect on the religious efforts of the godly.
An authority on the period writes thus;
At the close of the eighteenth century, a decided
majority of the people were reported to be infidel, and
as infidelity is the prolific parent of vice, it is not
surprising to find that the whole country was remarkable
for vice and dissipation.
Deism also, which had left its scar in Europe , was
-now making inroads into the West, with Thomas Paine its most
popular exponent. "The world, the devil, and Tom Painei have
done their best but all in vain."'^''', the early Methodists
sang.
Deism and infidelity seem to have had a strong grip on
the upper strata of society. People of means seldom atten
ded the revival meetings. Because few of the well-to-do
attended, the camp meetings received little or no newspaper
publicity. A student at Chicago University found that in
five hundred issues of, four Kentucky newspapers between 1788
26Jacob H, Fatten, A Popular History .,of the Presby




and 1804, none mentioned the revival.
Regardless, however, of the lack of "daily-news"
publicity, news of meetings traveled. In 1801, for instance,
when there was a great gathering at Cane Ridge, people came
from all parts of the state, even from a distance of two-
hundred miles. When we remember that in the frontier, roads
were lacking, a distance of two-hundred miles would be com
parable to a thousand or more miles today.
Considering the times, it was a huge crowd that
gathered at Cane Ridge in 1801. An eye witness writes as
follows :
We arrived upon the ground, and here a scene, pre
sented itself to my mind not only novel but awful, and
unaccountable beyond description. A vast crowd, supposed
by some to have amounted to 25,000, were collected to
gether. The noise was like the roar of Niagara. The
vast sea of human beings seemed to be agitated by a
storm. I counted seven preachers all speaking at once,
someaa stumps, and some on wagons. 39
Another witness has this to say:
The shouting, shrieking, praying, and nervous spasms
of this vast multitude produced an unearthly and most
terrible spectacle. The religious exercises on the
ground were continued from Friday morning until the
SSDiary of John Lyle (MSS in Chicago University), p.
12, cited by Niels H. Sonne, Liberal Kentucky. 1780�1828
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1939^, p. 22.
3^ Thompson, loc. cit.
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ensuing Wednesday evening, day and night without inter
mission. Heavy rains fell during that time, apparently
unnoticed by the people, though few were protected by any
covering..'*'-^
It is interesting to note that it was in this seething
tempest of religious emotion that Campbellism had its rise;
here was also the beginning of what is now known as the Cum
berland Presbyterian Church,
The Reverend Barton Stone, a visiting preacher at
Cane Ridge, leaves .his impression of the meeting:
The roads were j crowded with wagon�, carriage?, horses,
and footmen moving to the solemn camp. It ?;as judged by
military men on the ground, that between 20,000 and 30,
000 persons were assembled. Four or five preachers spoke
at the same time in different parts of the encampment
without confusion-. The Methodist and Baptist preachers
aided in the work and all appeared cordially united in
it. They were of one mind and soul: the salvation of
sinners was the one object, . . . The numbers converted
will be known only in eternity, , . . This meeting con
tinued six or seven days and nights, and would have con
tinued longer, but food for the sustenance of such a mul
titude failed.
Those who attended the revival from Ohio and. other
distant parts returned home to shed abroad the spirit of the
revival. In this manner the revival extended not only to the
borders of Kentucky, but into neighboring states as well.
George Baxter tells of the remarkable change effected
^'-'Thompson, _0�. ci t, pp. 81-82.
'^�^Beardsley, ci�. cit . , pp.. 93-94.
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in the lives of Kentuckians ;
On my way I was informecL by settlers on the road
that the character of Kentucky travelers was entirely
changed; and that they, were as remarkable for sobriety
as they had foimerly been for dissoluteness and immo
rality. And indeed I found Kentucky to all appearances
the most moral place I had ever seen. A profane expres
sion was hardly ever heard. A religious awe seemed to
pervade the country. ^2
Baxter himself attended the Cane Rid^e meetings. His
account of the men and women who "fell" under the power is
interesting;
hundred fell .... Those who fell would ^eneralTy lie
perfectly quiet for a considerable time; in some instances
an hour, in some much longer; in others not so long.
There were cases though of comparatively rare occurrence,
in which persons lay for the space of twelve or twenty-
four hours. From the statements I learned that those who
lay in that quiet state were entirely sensible of all that
was passing around them, while at the same time, their
views of divine subjects were wonderfully clear and im
pressive. Their minds were directed to the holiness and
grandeur of God; the purity and sacredness of His law;,
the guilt and hatefulness of sin; the great love of God
in giving His Son to redeem lost man; the beauty and glo
ry of Christ as Mediator; the worth of the soul; the pre-
ciousness of the gospel; the value of time; the brevity
of life; the solemnity of death, of judgment, and of
eternity . . . A'^
As Stone pointed out, fanaticism is inconceivable
when experiences like these result in transformed lives. Men
who had never before prayed in public or even prayed at all
42lbid. , pp. 95-96.
^^Gallaher, The Western Sketch Book, pp. 30-38, cited
by R. N. Price, 0�. cit . , pp. 340-341.
Three -hundred fell five-
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would pour forth their supplications with a liberty and a
propriety of expression that would utterly astonish their
former acquaintances. In their prayers they would quote
Scripture with a pertinence and an accuracy that could be
accounted for only on the principle that their hearts were
lifted up in the ways of the Lord and tHeir"mi.hds ,quickened
by the Divine Spirit.
In this regard Price relates;
The compass of their petition^o and the force of their
language were wonderful, , . . Even children but five
and six years old had this power of prayer, and those
clear, affecting views of divine truth, when they were
the subjects of that singular dispensation,^'*
Regarding the "falling" in the services, it has been
estimated that one thousand came under the power c� God du
ring these brief days � During the first few days of the
meetings, when one would fall, many would gather about him
to watch the stricken person with astonishment and curiosity.
At first these "fallings" distracted the service because so
many were attracted to the fallen. Later, to avoid such
disturbance, the "fallen" were removed from public gaze.
This "falling" affected all ages and all kinds. Those
who seemed most hopeless would be affected. Writes Price;
Numbers of thoughtless sinners have fallen as sudden-
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ly as if struck by lightning. Many profaned infidels
and other vicious characters have been arrested in this
way* and sometimes at the very moment when they were
uttering blasphemies aeainst the work.'iS
Baxter, continuing his observations of the "falling",
speaks of the peculiar and varied reactions that took place:
Persons- in this situation are affected in different
degrees. Sometimes when unable to stand or sit, they
have the use of their hands, and can converse with per
fect composure. In other cases, they are unable to speak,
the pulse becomes weak, and they draw a difficult breath
about once in a minute. In some instances their extre
mities become cold, and pulsation, breathing and all
signs of life forsake them for nearly an hour. Persons
who have been in this situation have uniformly avowed
that they felt no bodily pain; that they had the entire
use of their reason and reflection; and when recovered
they would relate everything that had been said or done
near them, or which could possibly fall within their ob
servation. From this it appears that their falling is
neither a common fainting nor a nervous affection. In
deed, this strange phenomenon appears to have taken every
possible turn to baffle the conjecture of those who are
not willing to consider it a supernatural power. Persons
have sometimes fallen on their way from public warship,
and sometimes after they had arrived at home, in some
cases when they were pursuing their common business on
their farms or when retired for secret devotions
When the people "fell", they did so under different
kinds of conviction. Baxter cites several causes of "falling":
Some pious people have fallen under a sense of ingrati
tude and hardness of heart and others under affecting
manifestations of love and goodness of God; many thought
less persons under legal convictions, who have obtained
comfort before they arose. But perhaps the most numerous
^^Gallaher, o�. cit., (letter from the Reverend George
Baxter to the Reverend A. Alexander, January 1, 1802), pp. 38-
49, cited by R.N. Rice, 0�. _cit., pp. 347-348.
46ibid., p. 347.
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class consists of those who fall under distressing views
of their guilt, who arise under the same fearful appre
hensions, and continue in that state for some days, per
haps weeks, before they receive comfort,^'''
The same author has this to say concerning the "on-
the-spot" results of those whom he witnessed brea^ down un
der the power of preaching:
I have heard men of respectability assert that their
manifestations of gospel truth were so clear as to re
quire some caution when they began to speak, lest they
should use language which might induce their hearers to
think they had seen those things with bodily eyeso , � �
Among those whose minds were filled with the most de
lightful communications of divine love, I but seldom
observed anything ecstatic. Their expressions were just
and rational. They conversed with calmness and compo
sure and on their first recovering their speech they ap
peared like persons recovering from a violent disease
which had left them on the border of the grave. I have
sometimes been present when those who l ell under the in
fluence of convictions obtained relief before they arose �
In these cases it was inpossible not to observe now stri^^ng-
ly the change in their minds was depicted in their counte
nances. Instead of a face of horror and despair, tney
assume one open, luminous, and serene, and expressive of
all the comfortable feelings of relieionc As to those
who fall down under legal convictions and continue in
that state, they were not different from those who re
ceive convictions in other revivals, excepting that their
distress is more severe. Indeed, extraordinary power is
the leading characteristic of this revival. Both saints
and sinners have more striding discoveries of the reali
ties of another world than I have ever known on any occa-
sion,'^^
John Lyle, one of the Cane Ridge preachers, kept a
^'^Ibid. ,,. p, 348.
48ibid� , Pc 349 �
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diary of the meetings. From his diary one catches again
the spirit of the Awakening:
I went to the meeting house and Mr. lull was preachring,
I exhorted after he prayed and then he exhorted and I
prayed, and he exhorted again and set the people,, to sing
.... I exhorted awhile and went to the meeting house
and began to carry out the people and coxitinued to carry
out and pray and exhort till the midaie of the day or a-
bout one o'clock. During, this time I neard a number of
those that were delivered arise and speak to their friends
and to the people and numbers &ot convicted and fell down.
Their orations consist of the plain and essential truths
of the gospel as they themselves have been powerfully
convinced of, but they speak them with all the feeling
and pathos that numan nature affected with the most im
portant objects is capable of. They speak much of the
fullness of Christ, 'iis willingness to save, and ,
(no name given) a deist iell. He had said Just before
that he would not faxl for a tnousand dollars, and that
he did not believe in heaven, hell or the devil. . . .
He lay speechless for an hour or two, then spoke and
said that he had been ridiculing the work before he
fell. . . . About dusk I went into the meeting house
and found rejoicing and calling sinners to come
to Christ. "^^
The time spent under such conditions was somewhat of
an ordeal to all participants. It must have been something
of a relief when after six days of continual meetiu^s, the
food ran out.
But the effect of this spiritual tidal wave was to
prove far-reaching. Just as the torches that hung from the
trees afte'r dusk made the scene look like a forest ablaze,
49Catharine C. Cleveland, The Great Revival in the
West (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1916), pp.
187-188.
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even so was Protestantism in this section of America to re
flect that same blaze of light.
CHAPIER V
REVIViiL RESULTS
The results are always the test of the validity of a
movement among men. The present chapter is concerned with
the results of the revival movement of the period in question.
There can be no question that these sweeping revivals
exercised a profound influence for good on those primitive,
frontier societies. In this regard Ralph Gabriel, professor
of American History at Yale University, states regarding the
early American revival movement;
Evangelical Protestantism was more than revivalism,
more than denominationalism . It knit and held sober men
and women in the enduring unity of their local churches.
It brought forth laymen and preachers whose lives were
filled with a prophetic zeal akin to that of tne humble
company who once carried t^- Pales-t,lne and to the"' world?
the message of their Leader. The frontier was crude,
turbulent, and godless. Evangelical Protestantism,
more than any other single force, tamed It.
Difficult as it may be, however, to ascertain the pre
cise results of the Revival, it can be said with certainty
that there cane about a substantial addition to church mem
bership. For example, the Elkhorn Association of Baptists,
a church group in the revival area, had the remarkable in
crease of 1,148 members in the year 1801. Another Baptist
SORalph H. Gabriel, The Course of American Democratic
Thought (New York; The Ronald Press Company, 1940 j , p. 33.
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group, the Salem Association, added 2,000 members in the
course of three years. The Baptists as a whole in the area,
had a gain of one hundred and thirteen churches from 1800 to
1803, and a total increase of 10,000 members. The Methodists
added 3,250 members in one yet^r; the year following another
3,000 were added. The Presbyterians also made remarkable
51
gams .-^
Not only was church membership increased but there
were definite reforming tendencies among the early societies.
For example, in the minutes of the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church for 1803, the record shows a change in
the general aspect of society from dissoluteness and disor
der to sobriety, order, and comparative purity. ^2 Though no
Utopia was ushered in following the revivals, the change
was definitely profound and for the better. David Rice in
a sermon at the opening synod of Kentucky in 1803 dwelt on
the beneficent character of the revival in that section of
the country. He records:
A considerable number of persons appear to me to be
greatly reformed in their morals. . . . Yea, some neigh
borhoods, noted for their vicious and profligate manners
are now as much noted for their piety and good order.
^�^Cleveland, 0�. cit . , p. 131.
52ibid. , p. 133.
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Drunkarus , profane swearers, l|.ars , and quarrelsome per
sons are remarkably reformed.
Another eye-witness account of the results of the re
vivals is as follows, " ^he Revival] has confounded infide
lity, awed vice into silence, and brought numbers beyond cal
culation under serious impress ion. "54 qh the other hand,
many who were overcome by the excitement of the hour gave no
evidence of changed lives. Merely nervous seizures brought
no changed lives. Others who witnessed these uncontrollable
emotional outbursts became antagonistic against all religion.
In dealing with the results of the revivals the three
leading denominations of that time must be Gonsidered--the
Presbyterians, Baptists, and Methodists. In spite of the
fact that these three denominations made great increases in
membership, the revival movement proved detrimental to Pres
byterian interests in Kentucky and Tennessee. Schisms fol
lowed among the Presbyterians as a direct result of the re
vivals. Many Presbyterian preachers objected vigorously to
the bodily exercises that had been manifested at the meetings,
and these objections were often far from diplomatic. The re
sult was a bitter animosity between the revivalists and the
^"^Speer, The Great Revival of 1800, pp. 61-64, cited
by Cleveland, loc . c it ,
^^Gallaher, o�- c_it. , p. 48, cited by Cleveland, loc.
cit .
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anti-revivalists in the Presbyterian Church in eastern Ken
tucky. Neither was there any reconciling the two forces of
opposition. The formal church group strove to maintain the
established forms of worship and had no sympathy with the
"disorderly camp meetings." In opposition, the revivalists
resented ecclesiastical authority; they believed that indi
vidual and corporate worship should be free from prescrip
tion, that the inner light should guide men in their worship
of God.
In 1803 two members of the Kentucky synod were charged
with disseminating doctrines contrary to the Presbyterian
Confession of Faith. In September of that year five members
were suspended. This was the beginning of division within
the Presbyterian Church.
The ill effects of the revival were, of course, far
outweighed by the good. The Great Awakening came at the
critical period of the American Republic. The nation was
growing beyond its powers of self control. It appeared that
Christianity had fought a losing battle. As pointed out
elsewhere in this thesis, churches were declining and revi
vals were few indeed. Seldom was the conversation of reli
gion broached freely, if at all. Infidelity and Deism had
their powerful exponents , and at times it seemed that they
were winning. The faith of our fathers and the efforts of
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the pilgrims appeared all but lost. Then, providentially,
God's omnipotence poured forth, not as a flood to destroy
the wicked but as a flood to redeem them. The churches a-
wakened. New enthusiasm stirred to life. The defeat of the
destructive philosophies of the time and the establishment
of solid Christian principles gave the new nation a fresh
start. Another solid result of the Revival was a spiritual
quickening among local churches. Actually the scope of the
Revival embraced almost the then-occupied country. With
increase of spiritual life new churches sprang up. When
the old churches could no longer contain their swelling mem
bership, larger structures replaced them.
Not only was church membership a sign of the growing
influence of Christianity but the Revival prepared the way
for the coming of Sunday Schools which took quick root in
America. The Sunday Schools instructed all ages. They gave
the young a definite place in the church. They also increased
lay responsibility, for the teachers were recruited from a-
mong the lay members. Another important addition to the
church, stemming from the new life, was the prayer meeting.
It was prayer that helped bring revivals, and it was prayer
that kept the shifting frontier Christian. The church of
Jesus Christ became firm and strong in the new land. Her
voice was to be heard in denouncing all manner of social e-
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vils , like duelling, inteioperance , and slavery. No longer
was the church a victim of the times. It was an institution
to be reckoned with.
There was yet a third benefit that came as a direct
result of the revivals� a new vision of missionary and phi
lanthropic enterprises. It is a fact that American foreign
missions is indebted to Samuel Mills, a convert of the Great
Awakening. Mills entered V/illiams College in 1806, and with
the cooperation of other students started a missionary prayer
meeting. It was from this prayer meeting that the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions evolved. Soon
the churches began to organize their own missionary societies;
for example, the Baptists in 1814, and the Methodist Episcopal
in 1819 .
The revivals gave a mighty impulse to home missions
also. To further this work, printed matter was largely em
ployed. Bible and tract societies were formed so that the
Word which is sharper than any two-edged sword might wage war
against corruption and sin. In 1814 the New England Tract
Society was formed. In 1883 its name was changed to the A-
merican Tract Society. And in 1816 the American Bible Society
took root and grew into the mighty organization it is today.
Largely because of the inspiration of the Revival
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theological seminaries were fomed. The Consregationalis ts
pioneered by opening Andover Theological Seminary in 1808.
By 1827, seventeen seminaries under various denominations
had been instituted in different parts of the country.
The newly-quickened spiritual interest found an out
let also in religious periodicals. As early as 1800 numerous
monthly periodicals appeared. The Boston Recorder appeared
first, a publication of the Congregational Church. By the
year 1830, nearly all of the different denominations had one
or more weekly journals to represent their respective inter
ests.
In what condition would America be today had she not
experienced the religious sur^e of these early days? It was
the vision, under God, of these first preachers that saved
the land from godlessness. Vachel Lindsay expressed the
vision of these pioneer preachers thus;
An endless line of splendor,
Tnese troops with heaven for home.
With creeds they go from. Scotland,
With incense go from Rome.
These in the name of Jesus,
Against the dark gods stand,
They gird the earth with valor.
They heed their King's command.
Onward the line advances ,
Shaking the hills with power,
- SLgying the hidden demons.
The lions that devour.
No bloodshed in the wrestling-
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But souls new-born arise-
The nation's growing Kinder,
The child-heart's growing wise.
What is the final ending?
The issue, c an we know?
Will Christ outlive Mohammed?
Will Kali's altar go?
This is our faith tremendous -
Our wild hope, who shall scorn-
That in the name of Jesus
The world shall be reborn.
^^Halford E. Luccock, Endless Line of Splendor (Chi
cago: The Advance for Christ and His Church; , pTTI
CHAPTER VI
THE REVIVAL MESSAGE
The Lord called them and made them ministers, and as
polished shafts, hid them in nis quiver. . . , And where
did Washington and his brave fellows learn the dreadful
trade of war? And yet were there ever better soldiers. .
. .? And where and how did the Methodist preachers learn
how to preach? By preaching. . . . And then it may be
asiied, where or when has there been a better or more suc
cessful set of truly evangelical preachers?^^
It has often been said that since the circuit rider was
no homiletician, he was no real preacher. What college or
seminary training had he undergone?
These early preachers demonstrate clearly the fact
that the man and his message is bigger than the matter of de
livery. They spoke whereof tiiey knew. Something had happened
to them, and they must needs tell about it. The message of
good news burned like fire in their breasts.
Concerning the content of their preaching, Beardsley
says :
The ministers dwelt, with great power, continually
on the necessity of repentance and faith, the fulness
of the gospel for all, and the necessity of the new
birth. They earnestly presented the purity and justice
of God's law, the odious and destructive consequences
of s^^ and the freeness and sufficiency of pardon forall .
56james Quinn, Circuit^ Rider (1840), cited by Charles
Johnson, The Frontier Camp Meeting (Dallas: Southern Metho
dist University Press, 1955), p. 145.
^"^Beardsley, o�. cit., pp. 98-99.
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Catharine Cleveland speaks of the preaching of one of
these pioneers as follows:
Wo pains were spared to make plain the necessity of
this salvation. Tne joys of heaven were pictured in
most alluring colors, the voice of the preacher, modu
lated to suit the theme, cnanged perceptibly as he strove
to rouse in nis au.dience a aesire to participate in this
everlasting joy. Small wonder that his listeners co
wered before him when in an. equally eifective manner he
dwelt upon the torments of nell.*^"
The uneducated circuit preacher was not as some his
torians would make him. He was not in the tradition of such
as William G, Brownlow, "The Fighting Parson", or "Father"
John Collins or "crazy" Lorenzo' Dow.. But rather he was like
the uncultured "Son of Thunder"'.
Not a few of these early evangelists were unusually
gifted men; some qualified as scholars. It was not unusual
for these itinerant preachers to be seen studying on horse
back. Generally, however, the rough and ready people of
the ever-expanding West did not look for or appreciate for
mally-educated ministers. Indeed, the frontier community
scorned the manuscript preacher.
One of these men lacking formal schooling, a popular
camp-meeting preacher of the early 1800's, describes his
"Alma Mater" :
^^Cleveland, o^, cit . , pp. 35-37.
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My Alma Mater was Bush Coilefae, more ancient, though
less pretentious, than Yale, or Harvard, or Princeton.
Here I graduated, I love her memory still. Her academic
groves are tne boundless forests ana tne prairies of the
western wilds; her Pierian springs are the gushing foun
tains from the rocks and the mountain fortresses; her
Arcadian groves and Orphic songs are the wild woods, and
the birds of every color and song, relieved now and then
with the bass hootings of the night owl and the wierd
treble of the whipoorwill; her curriculum is the phi-
.losophy of nature and the mysteries of redemption; her
library is the Word of God, tne Discipline and the hymn
book, supplemented with trees and brooks and stones, all
of viiich are full of wisdom and sermons and speeches;
and her parchments of literary honors are tne horse and
saddle bags .^^
Many of the messages of those days are rich in al
lusion to the nature scene, a fact testifying to lives lived
in close intimacy with forest, hill, and stream. Scarcity
of books impelled me^ to draw upon their observation of sur
roundings and on other internal resources in producing their
sermons .
Ihe popular hymns of the period reflect the theological
content of the sermons. Such a one was Charles Wesley's:
Stop poor sinner, stop and think.
Before you further go:
Can you sport upon the brink
Of everlasting woe?
Hell beneath is gaping wide,
Vengeance waits; the dread command,
Soon will stop your sport and pride
And sink you with the damn'd.�^
^^Paul Hutchinson and Halford E. Luccock, The Story
of Methodism (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press , 1949} , p. 266.
^Qjbid. , p. 268.
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But everlasting punishment for the sinner was not the
only major theme of song and sermon. The joys of the redeemed
came in for much attention:
Glory to God, 0 Glory, for His redeeming love.
Religion mc.Kes us happy here, and will in worlds above;,
We'll sing bright hallelujahs, and join the holy song.
With Moses, Job, and Daniel, and all the heav'nly throng. 61
It was common for preachers to weep occasionally while
they preached. They would become so moved by the awfulness
of sin and by the greatness of God's love that the tears would
flow unrestrained. Often the congregation would shout hal
lelujahs. Conviction was likely to settle upon the unsaved.
The Spirit of God so gripped the heart of one man at the Cane
Ridge Camp that he later wrote, "My hair rose upon my head,
my whole frame trembled, the blood ran cold in my veins, and
I fled to the woods a second time, and wished that I had
stayed home."^^ He continued in this state for a day until:
Suddenly my load was gone, my guilt removed, and pre
sently the direct witness from heaven shone full upon my
heart. Then there flowed such copious streams of love
into the hitherto waste and desolate places or my sp^l
that I thought I should die with the excess of joy.�^
God has a message to reform such lives as these but
SI Ibid. , p. 269.
S^Ibid. . p. 261.
S^ibid.
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He also needs a messenger who is loyal and faithful to His
Holy Word. These early Kentucky preachers preached with a
sincere conviction that what they said was true. They them
selves had experienced that the Word from which they preached
was dynamic, inspirational, stirring, and convicting. They
learned that the content of their messages had to be not on
politics, social conditions or v\/orld affairs but on the Word
of God--that Jesus Christ came into the world to save sinners
from the wrath to come, therefore, repent ye J This was the
core of their message night after night. They used many Bi
blical illustrations showing from the pages of Holy Writ how
men died as a result of sin and how men lived due to obedience
to God's sovereign will.
One of America's great saddle preachers in those days
was Bishop Francis Asbury (1745�1816). He was to American
Methodism what John Wesley had been to English Methodism. It
can hardly be said that Asbury was a great preacher even though
he did preach more than 16,000 sermons. One of Asbury 's con
temporaries once said that the people often mistook a lesser-
known preacher, Jesse Lee, for the bishop. They once preached
to the same congregation, "and there was general praise of his
[Xee's] sermon. But many were heard to say that they didn't
think much of the sermon of "the old man" who had followed Lee."
S^Ibid. , p. 241.
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Asbury' s messages were, however, logical, cogent and
imperative He knei^ how to convince men oi the truth. The
directness of his preaching may be illustrated from his out
line on one of his favorite texts i " 'Men and brethren, chil
dren of the stock of Abraham, and whosoever among you feareth
God, to you is the word of this salvation sent '(Acts 13;26)."S5
The simplicity of his message accounts in part �-for
his success:
I will set down a few things that' lie on my mind.
Whither am I going? To the new world = What to do? To
gain honor? Wo, if I Know my own heart. To get money?
No; I am going to live to God, and bring others so to do.^^
And from his prayers one gathers something of the spirit of
a man wholly resigned to the will of God:
Lord, we are in thy hands and in thy work. Thou know-
est what is best for us and for thy work, whether poverty
or plenty. The hearts of all men are in thy hands, if it
is best for us and for thy Church that we should be cram
ped and straitened, let the people's hands and hearts be
closed. If i t is better for us--for the Church�and more
to thy glory that we should abound in the comforts of life,
do thou dispose the hearts of those '"we serve to give ac
cordingly; and may we learn to be content, whether we a-
bound or suffeE need.^'''
S^Ezra Tippj-e, Francis Asbary:The i^rophet of the Long
Koad (New York: The Methodist Book C oneern,"1916 ; , p, 230.
S^Ezra Tipple, The_Hea^t_ of_Asbjury^ (New
York: Eaton and Mains, iyu4)'i Fly 'Leaf,
67Emory Collection MSS, cited by Tipple, Francis
Asbury: The Prophet of tne Long Hoad, p* 326*
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McGready, a Presbyterian camp -meeting preacher, shows
unusual fervor in portraying the glories of heaven and the
horrors of hell, themes that were favorites with preachers
and people alike . His messages were^^^vivid indeed. In the
one entitled "The Fool hath said in his Heart, There is no
God", McGready illustrates his points by discussing the cha
racter, history, and end of the fool. The following is quo
ted from this sermon:
He died accursed of God.when. his soul was. separated
from his body and the blacK flaming vultures of ne�� oe-
gan to encircle him on every side, -Then all -che horrid
crimes of his past life starea him in his face in all
their glowing colors; then the remembrance of misimproved
sermons and sacramental occasion flashed like streams of
forKed lightening through his tortured soul;, then the re
flection that he had slighted the mercy and blood of the
Son of God� that he nad despised ana rejected him�was
like a poisoned arrow piercing his neart. When the fiends
of hell dragged him into the eternal gulf, he roared and
screamed and yelled like a devil. When, while Indians,
Pagans, and Mohammedans stood amazed and upbraided him,
falling like Lucifer, from the meridian blaze of the Gos
pel and the threshold of heaven, sinking into the liquid,
boiling waves of hell, and accursed sinners of Tyre and
Sidon and Sodom and Gomorrah sprang to the right and left
and made way for him to pass them and fall lower down
even to the deepest cavern in the flaming abyss. Here
his consciousness like a never-dying worm stings him and
forever gnaws his soul; and the slighted blood of the
Son of God communicates ten thousand hells in one l Now
through the blazing flanes of hell he sees that heaven
he has lost� that exceeding great and eternal weight of
glory he has sold for the devil's pottage I In those
pure regions he sees his father, or mother, his sisters,
or brothers, or those persons who sat under the same
means of grace with him, and whom he derided as fools,
fanatics, and hypocrites. They are far beyone the im
passable gulf; they shine brighter than the sun when he
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Shine th in his strength and walk the golden streets of
the New Jerusalem; but he is lost and damned forever.
The last thing we shall mention in the history of the
fool is when he lifted up his eyes in hell, he found a
dictionary, explaining the meaning of all the profane
language he used during his life. Now he perfectly un
derstands the meaning of those words he was in the habit
of using in this world without ever reflecting on their
signification. Such expressions as the following were
very common with the fool in this life: "I'll be damned,
God damn his soul, if it were not so." Now the fool per
fectly understands the meaning of these terms in all
their horrid emphasis--for God has neard and answered his
prayer: he has damned nis soul in nell. He could now
tell you that the dreaaful meaning of these words frigh
ted the stoutest devils, and fi�ls all tne flaming vaults
of hell with the most hideous shrieks and yells. In this
life when the fool was offended with any one his common
phrase was such a one is a damxied fool. Now he perfect
ly understands the meaning of the phrase, when he sur
veys his life and reflects on the many offers of salva
tion he refused; tne manner in v/hich he misspent his pre
cious time and misimproved all the means of grace;, he is
constrained to conf^ess he is empnatically a fool--a d�in-
ned fool--for he is damned in hell forever and ever. "
This sermon is grimly realistic. Yet it must be re
membered that there were horse thieves, murderers, highway
robbers, counterfeiters and other refugees from justice in
the meetings. Said a friend of McGready, "He would' so- ar
ray hell before the wicked that they would tremble and quake,
imagining a lake of fire and brimstone yawning to overwhelm
them and the hand of the Almighty tnrusting them down the
S%cGready, Postnumous Works, I, 228-9, cited by
Cleveland, 0�. cit ? , pp. 45-47.
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horrible abyss . " 69
In summarizing the content of the preaching that went
on during the early revival movement, it may be said that
these first preachers were primarily coiicerned with saving
the souls of men. Swept on by this zeal, almost all of them
paid much less attention to the form of their message than
they did to its content. Their enthusiasm is seen in their
scorn of the use of manuscript in delivery and in their ex
ploitation of the themes of heaven and hell. That their
messages were eminently practical and down-to-earth may be
seen from their allusions to the nature scene and to the ex
periences of men. One characteristic is dominant in all
their preaching: it was always for a verdict.
S^Davenport, 0�. cit . , pi, 67.
CHAPTER VII
PREACHING STYLE
Techniques of preaching must be adjusted to the type
of people that the minister must preach to. Charles A. John
son describes the style of the preaching that met the needs
of the hearers in Kentucky in the latter part of the eighteenth
century;
This audience was of men whose physique had been cul
tivated at the expense of much of their intellect; . . .
whose knowledge had not come from books, but from the
hard necessities and incessant exertions of a laborious
and perilous life. The speaker, then, must use their
vernacular. . . and his metaphors and similes, if he used
them at all, must be such as would readily penetrate be
neath their tangled hair and find lodgment in their in
tellects. And he must, at the same time, appeal to their
feelings; for the feelings exercise a much quicker and
surer power oyer the intellect, than the intellect over
the feelings ^
A further word is in order concerning the type of men
these early preachers were, what they had to endure, and
what they wanted to accomplish. The reputation they enjoyed,
at least in sane quarters, may be deduced from the frontier
cliche which had it that when a man could feel the cold air
in his nostrils like a pair of steel dowels, it meant that
there was nothing outdoors that day but crows and Methodist
70The . Clinton [Mississippi]' Gazette , 1833-40 (Scat
tered Issues), cited by Charles A. Johnson, The Frontier




For demonstrating the powers of endurance, the history
of Methodism records no more remarkable name than that of
Bishop Francis Asbury, Asbury was a lonely, single maa. who
rode his tour of circuit duty most of the time alone. A
writer speaks of his endurance and determination in these
terms ;
He "went" more than six hundred miles "with an in
flammatory fever and fixed pain" in his breast; he tra
veled for a period of four months during which he was
continuously ill, and covered "not less than three thou
sand miles"; he "went" when he had a boil on his face
�and another cn his eye; when his leg was inflamed; when
his "breast was inflamed"; when he had influenza; when
he had "a putrid sore throat"; . . . when he was. .so weak
that he was ready to faint; when he was in pain from
head to foot; when he had a running blister on his side;
when he was so ill that his friends expected his speedy
death, so ill that to him death would have been welcome;
when he had only strength enough to write in his Journal,
"Pain, Pain, Pain"; '2
The same writer describes Asbury 's set-backs from the
inclemancy of the weather:
A whirlwind, accompanied by hailstones "of such a size
that three stones filled a pint measure," nearly over
comes him, his horse falls on the ice, and Asbury �s leg
is caught under him; night overtakes him in the mountains,
"among rocKS and woods and dangers on all sides"; he has
to "swim a long creek"; ruffians seek his life, a bullet
'''^Wallace, 0�, cit., p. 73.
'''2Tipple , Francis Asbury; The Prophet of the Long Road
p. 172.
grazing his head as he rides through the forest.'^^
Mary Carolyn Davies describes graphically the cou
rageous determination of these first preacher pioneers in
her poem, "The Circuit Rider":
God, tramps, on through, the scourging. .rains ,
God vaults into the -saddle,
Rides alone past the dusty plains,
God's back bends to the paddle�
Cedar branches and sunlight through'.
And on, still on, speeds the lone canoe i
God rides out on his ancient quest.
Healing, saving, commanding;
Here in the savage unknown West;
Settlement, cabin, landing�
Well they know the steady beat,
In the stillness, of God's horses' feet,
God leads to grace the pioneers.
Who walk each hour with danger ;
Knows these grim men for his peers.
Gives his bread the stranger;
Doing all that a neighbor can,
God rides still, a weary man.
God rides out'. And found three states;
Their scourger, their defender;
Guides their loves and tones their hates.
Leads them into splendor I
God--in the Circuit-Rider's breast�
Once more, God built a world�Our Westl''^
Among men liiie these, self-indulgence was frowned
upon. Many of them fasted one whole day each week. The
morning of this fast day would be spent in reading, medita
75lbid., p. 170.
'''^Luccock and Hutchinson, 0�. ci t. , pp. 289-90.
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tion and prayer. Time was bought up by these preachers.
A more sober-minded group it would be hard to find. Yet they
were not lacking in sense of humor. Their religion was by
no means of the "long-faced" variety. There were always
those like peter Cartwrieht, James B. Finley, and Jacob Gru-
ber who found time to laugh and enjoy a good joke.
The preachers of this era frowned upon manuscript
preaching, considering, them a disgrace to the profession.
The sight of an educated clergyman trying to read a sermon
reminded one brother cleric of "a gosling that had gOt the
straddles by wading in the dew-"'''^
Sometimes the preacher would preach for two or three
hours. Strong lungs and tough vocal cords were minimum qua
lifications. At times, an over-lengthy sermon would require
a friend to remind the speaker that the sermon had accom
plished its purpose. James B. Finley, for example, once was
interrupted on such an occasion by a cohort who said, "Wow
brother, stop; keep the rest for another time, and throw out
the gospel net; it is now wet and we shall have a good haul."
It is amazing how long these men of God could preach
^Johnson, 0�. cit . , p. 184.
J^Flnley, Sketches, pp-. 327-28 ,, cited by Johnson, 0�.
cit . , p� 185.
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on just a few basic ideas. Indeed, the measure of a sermon
in those days was in part calculated by its length. Other
factors weighing heavily on the success of the message were
two: colorful language and vigorous gestures. Much poetic
imagery is in the preaching of those gifted linguistically.
The following is an example in point. It comes from a church
man's report of a meeting (1845):
. . . the old ship Zion is under full sail. Last
night she hove down upon the enimy "[sic] and after firing
round shot, grape, and canister, she poured in a broad
side of chain and bar shot, which cut away the enimy 's
[sic] riging [sic] and down cane her spars which gave us
the opportunity of boarding, which we did with a mighty
shout of victory on death, and succeeded on capturing and
bringing off thirteen livis [^sicj], and we expect our Cap
tain Jesus, will, in the morning's meeting, which is ap
pointed for mourners, appear and Knock off their shackles
and put them to duty on board the old ship.
At times the grammar and composition of many of the
men leaves much to be desired. Peter Cartwright, commenting
on the poverty of King's English, finds compensation, however,
in something else:
It is true we could not, many of us, conjugate a verb
or parse a sentence, and Qwe^ murdered the king's English
almost every lick. But there was a divine unction [that]
attended the word preached and thousands fell under the
mighty power of God.'�
77Johnson, _0�. cit. , p. 186.
'78Autobiography of Peter Cartwright (New York; Abingcon
Press, 1956), pp. 6-7.
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But if the preachers' style was sometimes over-robust
for our day, it must be remembered that the type of hearers
often necessitated this kind of style. Peter Cartwright is
an example of the strong, masculine, preaching deportment of
the times. He relates that on a certain Sunday morning,
drunks came into the meeting armed with dirks, clubs, knives,
and horse whips determined to break up the meeting. When he
requested them to be silent, he was laughed at. The magis
trates were afraid. Cartwright, thereupon, went to the men
himself. A scuffle ensued. Peter fought until the rioters
fled at the cost of leaving behind thirty prisoners. Follow
ing the scene no one wanted to preach except Cartwright who
climaxed the affair by preaching on " . . . the gates of hell
shall not prevail against it."'''^ The sermon resulted in two
hundred professing religion.
Fights Hke the one described above were not uncommon.
It was common for ruffians to try to bre-ak up a meeting.
Cartwright 's life story contains many episodes describing
fights. It would seem that the devil was fought physically
as well as verbally.
The preaching of that day might be classified as
loud, vigorous, and crude, but effective. An old Revolutionary
'^Sphilip Wotters, Peter Cartwright (New York; Eaton and
Mains, 1910), pp. 48-9.
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War veteran testified eloquently to che impact of t he style
of the preaching. Falling on his knees, he cried:
I am an old soldier. . . 'I have heard the canons'
loud roar, and have seen blood and brains flying in every
direction around me; but since God made me, I never heard
such canonading as this. I yield'. I yield'.�^
The frontier preachers understood the shifting, rest
less people of their day, and sought to adjust themselves
accordingly. These men of God would often change their tech
niques, adapting them to the transient audiences. Regarding
this ministry to an ever-changing populgtion, William Sweet
makes this observation:
It is no exaggeration to say that the most significant
single factor in the history of the United States has
been the western -movement of population, and the churches
which devised the best methods for following the popu
lation as it pushed westward were the ones destined to
become the great American churches. The Methodist Epis
copal Church is one of the two largest Protestant chur
ches in the United States today largely because it pos
sessed, or developed, the best technique for following
and ministering to a moving and restless population. 81
This people had no class distinctions, no racial bar
riers. This made for simplification of the preaching approach.
All knew themselves to be sinners in need of a Saviour. The
preachers in handling them made no distinctions; they were no
^'%illiam C. Smith, Indiana Miscellany (Cincinnati,
1867), p. 72, cited by Johnson, _o�. cit. , p. 188.
QlWilliam W. Sweet, Methodism in American History
(New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1933), p. 143.
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respecters of persons.
The preaching of these men was characterized by bold
ness . Fearlessly they spoke what they believed to be right.
They attacked a variety .of sixis from the pai^it, always cal
ling a spade a spade. Bootleggers were publicly rebuked as
well as tavern Keepers, The whoremonger and adulterer were
exposed. If some of these evangels of truth showed reluc
tance to strike boldly at the beginning of their ministry,
they were likely, in the end, to come to grips with the sins
of the people. But one. Dominie Frelinghuysen, from the
start refused to handle his congregations mildly. In his
first sermon he attacked the congregation for general laxity.
By the time he served communion a short time later, he had
to say, among other things:
Truly it is manifest that the Lord's supper is now
frequently thus desecrated; for not only does one- un
worthy approach; but how many of those who receive the
sacred elements are either ignorant, or ungodly;, as drun
kards, slanderers, back-biters, profaners of God's name
and day, vain and worldly minded, or merely moral persons
who do not possess, but hate true godliness!. . . . Why
make yourselves guilty of such slanders and backbitings?
Say you that I speak too hard and sharply? Must I not
speak in accordance with the word of God?"^
This quotation suggests the plain-spokenness of these
men of God. The people expected, moreover, to hear this type
SSwilliam V/. Sweet, Revivalism in America (New York:
Charles Scribner and Sons , 1945), p. 48.
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of preaching; indeed, they would subject themselves to much
hardship to come to hear it. Another example of the blunt-
ness of Frelinghuysen' s sermon approach is surely in con
trast to much of the preaching of the twentieth centui-y:
Come hither, ye careless, at ease in sin, ye carnal
and earthly minded, ye unchaste whoremongers, adulterers,
ye proud, haughty, men axid women, ye devotees of plea
sure, drunkards, gamblers, ye disobedient, ye wicked
rejectors of the Gospel, ye hypocrites and dissemblers,
how suppose ye that it will go with you? The period of
grace is concluded. All earthly satisfaction ceaseth.
Your agonies and pains as to soul and body have no end,
for ye shall be cast into that la^e which burns with
fire and brimstone, where there is weeping and gnashing
of teeth, where the smoke of torment ascendeth forever,
where your worm dieth not and your fire is not quenched.
... Be filled with terror, ye impure swine, adulterers
and whoremongers, and consider that without true repen
tance, ye shall soon be with the impure devils; for I
announce a fire hotter than that of Sodom and Gomorrah
to all that burn in their lusts.�^
As has been mentioned, the typical frontier preacher
was not too much concerned with homiletical proprieties, yet
some did manifest much interest in this respect. Edvi/in Bying-
ton, formerly associate pastor of the Church of the Pilgrims
in Brooklyn, New York, was one of these. Byington compiled
rules, as follows, tp .guide. .his brethren, on ,op.en-rair-preaching :
Have a text always .
Repeat the text frequently.
Avoid texts needing explanations and limitations.
Q^ibid. , p. 49.
iiave a plan in the discourse.
Clinch every nail as it is driven.
Each point must be complete in itself.
The preaching should be evangelistic.
Its aim conversion.
Monotony is not a necessity.
He furnishes instructions regarding the preacher's voice:
Special aangers in the open air are pitching the voice
too high and shouting. . . . Begin in a low, quiet,
conversational tone, and iucrease the volume gradually,
if the people by their manner indicate their inability
�CO hear. Generally, nowever, it is not more sound that
is needed but better enunciation and less rapidity. . . .
Explain in a natural voice Avoid turning the head too
much to either side. 85 .
It should be pointed out that the loud, plain-spoken,
preaching of the day was in some measure a reaction to the
traditional English way of preaching. Not all poor grammar
displayed in the preaching was the result of a lack of edu
cation. Some of it seems to have been in open defiance to
Anglican preaching. Paxton Hood, speaking of the false fi
nery of the pulpit, attacks the men of the preceding gene
ration for their false emphases in preaching. He speaks of
their "waltz of words . . . gorgeous pomp of words, arti
fices of a splendid rhetoric, those dignified old rhetori-
�%dwin H. Byington, Open-Air Preaching (Hartford,
Connecticut: Hartford Theological Seminary, 1892), pp. 96-
97.
Q^ibid. , p. 98.
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cians, pwith their[ brilliant coruscation of genius. 86
Both preacher and people in this frontier society
seemed to delight in the appearance of anything out of the
ordinary in the services. A camp-meeting preacher, James
Havens, once shifted the location of the altar, saying as
he did so, "We have fought the devil here "'til he under
stands that ground as well as we do; we will take him by sur
prise tonight-"^''' It was felt that the move was worthwile,
for from sixty to seventy were converted in that service.
The next evening, the evangelist returned the altar to the
original spot with this comLment, "The devil expects us t o
fight him up yonder where we did last night but we will take
him by surprise again. "^^
But for *all the eccentricities of t he preaching of the
time, this much is true: These pioneers of t he spiritual
life seemed to have a great sense of God's Presence. What
ever their style in delivering their message, they were men
who feared God, men of devout faith and courage. Into their
S^E. Paxton Hood, The Throne of Eloquence (New York:
Funk and Wa^nall, 1868), pp7 112-132.




pulpits they carried with them s one thing of the Divine pre
sence. One needs hut to glance in the pages of Bishop As
bury' s Journal to realize that here is a man who cannot have
enough of God in his life. On August I, 1777, for example,
Asbury wrote, "My soul was on search for a greater degree of
holiness, aid deeper communion with God. "89 He goes on to
quote these lines:
'Ihee my spirit grasps to meet.
This my one, my ceaseless prayer.
Make, 0 make my heart Thy seat,
0 set Thy kingdom there. '90
The spirit of the good man shines forth again in these
words :
Seven times a day do I bow my knees. . . to implore
an increase of His grace. But after all and in the
midst of all, I can feelingly say, I am an unprofitable
servant. But, though unworthy, utterly unworthy, I am
blest with the sweet gales of God's love. Blessed bree
zes 1 How they cheer and refresh my drooping soul.^l
These servants of God stressed continuous fellowship
with God as absolutely essential to a successful ministry.
They recognized that the most vital thing in a man's mini
stry is not preaching style and technique but a heart satu-
89 John Atkinson, Centennial History of American Metho






The question of the mode of Christian worship has
been the cause of much bitterness in the history of the Chris
tian Church. At one extreme is the Quaker who historically
insisted that all ritual can be dispensed with; at the other
end is the Roman Catholic who requires an elaborate ceremony
as an essential part of divine worship. While method is im
portant, it is not the main thing. Christ did not advocate
any certain ritual. We know that He worshipped according to
the ritual of His day. He subscribed both to the worship of
the temple and the synogogue . We know too, that often the
hills and the valleys, the sea-shore, and the mountains were
His place of worship. He taught us that a man's spirit was
of greater importance in worship than either place or ritual..
What of the worship practices of these early revival
ists? For them not even churches were necessary; they chose
gladly the hills and plains instead. In the winter a log
meeting house was used with a fireplace for warmth. Here men
prayed on dirt floors or kneeling beside rough-hewn, unpainted
pews .
The people attended worship service either on foot or
on horseback. In the latter case, mothers would carry their
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babies cradled in their arms while they themselves rode side
saddle through creek, field, and forest to the old meeting
house. No nursery did the mother find when she arrived there;
no bottle warmers, no attractive toys to keep her child silent
while the strong, booming voice of the preacher rang forth.
The father usually came to church with a gun slung over the
horn of his saddle to protect his family from Indians and
wild animals .
Worship methods varied but slightly along the ever-
expanding and shifting frontier. From time to time different
techniques would be employed, depending on which appeared to
best suit the situation at the time. Singing was prominent
in the worship services even as it was in the day of the Wes-
leys . During the singing of the closing hymn it was not un
common for the preacher to walk around shaking hands with the
people. Many a one later confessed that it was this friendly
act of the minister that moved them to seek the Lord. A fa
vorite closing hymn contained this stanza:
I long to see the happy time.
When sinners all come flocking home;
To taste the riches of His love.
And to enjoy the realms above. ^2
An altar call was always in order. Following the
Cleveland, 0�. cit . , p. 192.
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preaching the pastor would invite any who felt lost and con
demned under the burden of sin to come forward and kneel down.
One who knew well the religious customs of those days
tells something of the spirit of public worship that prevailed:
The country was new. The age was uncritical. The pul
pit was the great throne of power- The pen and printed
page were less in use than they are today. People were
eager to hear and impassioned speech thrilled and swayed
the expectant assemblies who rushed for miles to bear the
famous orator. There was eloquence in the air. All the
circumstances conspired to kindle enthusiasm. It was inevi
table that standing in the focus of such forces, the speaker
should be at his best. Hungry of combustion the assembly
took fire at the first spark. On the eager flame the ora
tor himself more impassioned, rose and soared to the sub
limes t heights of inspired eloquence. The effect was of
ten magical. It is impossible for this generation to con
ceive of it. The waves of feeling that rushed over the
assembly were as visible as the effect of .the storm on
ocean or forest. Hundreds would rise to their feet under
unconscious impulse, lean forward, press toward the speaker,
weeping, sobbing, or shouting, under the thrilling appeal. 93
Preachers 'would at times compose a song while in the pul
pit leading singing. He would carry the tune giving the congre
gation two lines. When they had completed this unit, he would
be ready with two more lines. This would go on sometimes at
great length. One of these impromptu-inspired songs is said to
be "Shout old Satan' s Kingdom Down" :
This day my soul has caught on fire, Hallelujah'.
I feel that heaven is coming nigher, 0 glory hallelujah'.
Chorus
93/>pnold, 0�. cit .' , p. 258.
Shout, shout, we're gaining ground, Hailelujahl
We'll shout old Satan's kingdom down, Hailelujahl
When Christians pray the devil runs.
And leaves the field to zion's sons, 0 glory Hallelujah.
Another typical camp-meeting song suggest something of
the grim realism of much of the hymn-sing ing of the time;
The world, the devil and Tom Paine,
Have tried their force, but all in vain.
They can't prevail, the reason is.
The Lord defends the Methodist.
They pray, they sing, they preach the best.
And do the devil most molest.
If Satan had his vicious way.
He'd kill and damn them all today.
They are despised by Satan's train.
Because they shout and preach so plain.
I'm bound to march in endless bliss.
And die a shouting Methodist.
This generation loved to sing of the brevity of this
life;
Pray cast a look upon that bier,
A corpse must preach today.
It tells the olgL, the young and fair,
Their house is built of clay.^�
The following hymn warns the sinner of his impending
doom if he heeds not the Master's voice:
9%illiam W. Sweet, Revivalism in America (New York;
Charles Scribner and Sons, 194 5), p. 144.
95lbid.
96johnson, o�. cit. , p. 197.
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Stop poor sinners, stop and think.
Before you further go;
Will you sport upon the brink of everlasting woei
On the verge of ruin stop,
Now the friendly warning take;
Stay your footsteps, ere ye drop
Into the burning lake. 97
An essential element in camp-meeting worship was prayer,
both private and public. In the larger camp meetings, the cen
ter of interest was the "mourner's bench", located directly in
front of the pulpit. A mourner, of course, was a person who
was alarmed over the state of his soul and who sought and pra
yed for deliverance from the bondage of sin. Thus the sinners
who wished to be instructed were isolated from the rest of the
congregation. This mourner's bench was know also to the godly
as the altar; to the scoffers, because of its similarity to a
hog enclosure, it was called a "pen". By the 1820 's it was
also called the "anxious seat".
Mourner's tents began to appear after 1820 and were
complementary to the altar worship. Canvas shelters at times
as large as fifty by thirty feet were used.
The "praying circles" or "prayer rings" materialized
when a group of respected laymen and preachers joined hands
to form a circle and asked all who felt themselves to be sin-
97ibid. , p. 198,
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ners to enter therein. This "circle of brotherly love", as
as it was also know, was more popular in the East; the Keritucky
back-woods circuit-riders rather emphasized the mourner's
bench.
At the end of the camp-meeting worship service, the
altar service was held. Johnson describes such a scene:
The religious content of this form of worship almost
defies description. There was a bewildering complex of
simultaneous prayers, of heartfelt shouts by the penitent,
of impassioned appeals to the sinners by fervent preachers
who shouted, stamped, and gesticulated with great effec
tiveness, of heart-searching testimonials, and of inspiring
hymns and chants. 9�
In fact it was common practice following the general
altar service for individuals to retire to their tents to en
gage privately in altar work:
When the services were at their height, every tent be
came a "bethel of struggling Jacobs and prevailing Israels,"
-evgLry,vtree'-:-"an altar", and every grove "a secret closet*?.
. . T'^ Dozens of prayers were offered up simultaneously
and a stranger might infer "that the one praying assumed
that God was deaf -"99
The observance of Holy Communion was also common in the
camp-meeting services. Among the Methodists when a presiding
elder was present for a fourth quarterly meeting which was
being held as a camp meeting, it was common practice to hold
QQibid. , p. 134.
99lbid. , p. 141.
7�
a "love feast" and to observe Holy Communion. Johnson de
scribes this observance:
On Sunday or Monday both of these ceremonies took
place before the late morning sermon. The "love feast"
preceding the Lord's Supper, included singing and prayer,
religious testimonials by the participants, and the sym
bolical partaking of bread and water by church members
and "serious persons who are not of our church". . . .
In the Communion procedure the ministers first received
the sacrament while kneeling within the altar, and then
administered it to successive groups of campers kneeling
outside the railing. At an 1836 camp meeting all this
went on while a choir of ministers were singing "some of
the most touching of the Wesleyan Hymns -"100
Baptism was widely practiced b^ all religious bodies,
each group abiding by its tradition. Of the major denomi
nations the Baptists consistently made use of rivers and
creeks. These outdoor rituals were usually the occasion of
widespread social fellowship.
Union meetings proved of value. Often three churches
of the same faith in the same general area would arrange for
a united meeting. The union meeting would continue for three
days. There was preaching, singing, praying, conversions,
and baptisms. Very often revival fires would break out a-
fresh during such a consecrated period of worship.
In conclusion we may say that the worship methods of
that period were simple as compared with the more complex
IQOlbid. , p. 125.
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rituals of worship. The early Kentuckians went to church
primarily to hear the sermon. Preaching was central. Worship
materials we^e simple; the Bible and the hymn book. Their
lives were simple, their faith simple and vital; -their wor
ship to them was meaningful. In their meetings they met God.
CHAPTER IX
CULTS AND SECTS
Along with the inestimable values of the cleansing re
forming revivals, there were, in the aftermath, some unhappy
consequences. Controversy sometimes led to division; and
cults began to flourish.
Since democracy is America's form of government, all
may worship as they desire. The first amendment to the Con
stitution of the United States makes this clear;
Congress shall make no law respecting an establish
ment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise there
of; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press,
or the right of the people peacably to assemble, and to
petition the goveri^nt for redress of grievances.
The purpose of this First Amendment is, of course, to
protect the democratic people from "all rivalry among Chris
tian sects and prevent any national ecclesiastical estab
lishment which should give to any hierarchy the exclusive
patronage of the national government . "1^1 X'hus sects have
as much democratic freedom as has a large, hierarchical-
structured denomination. When, however, these cults inter
fere with the work of the true Christian Church, propag'an-
�^'^-^The Judge. Joseph Story, cited, by :William W.^'Sweet ,
Religion in the Development of American. Culture (New York;
Charles Scribner and Sons, 1952), p. 88.
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dizing their heretical beliefs under the name of Christianity,
the problem becomes one of concern for the Christian Church
rather than the government.
In the colonies division began to show itself in the
writings of the Reverend Charles Chauncy who has been called
the most able critic of colonial revivalism. He was per
haps the most influential Boston minister of his time. In
his book, Seasonable Thoughts on the State of Religion in
New England, he presents most of the anti-revivalistic ar
guments from his dayi
He condemned the "censoriousness" of the revivalists;
their invading the parishes of other ministers uninvited,
the practice of permitting uneducated persons to take
upon themselves the preaching of the Word of God, and the
confusion and tumults which accompanied revivals. . . .-^^^
Of course, an uneducated clergy is not necessarily a
misfortune. Though it is true that many cults commence as a
result of an uneducated leader, it is also true that the
Great Revival was spurred on by lay preachers. Did not John
Wesley call on the lay people to assist in the spreading of
the "good news"? Centuries before, moreover, Jesus called
uneducated fisherman to be His disciples. Even though God
lOEsweet, Revivalism in America, p. 143.
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employed educated men like Moses and Paul, He also used un
educated men.
The Presbyterians were the princijfal victims of di
vision. One writer finds the basic cause in the, creed of
that church;
The inelasticity of Presbyterian doctrine and polity
was largely responsible for these unfortunate results.
Any attempt to modify the stiff -backed Calvinism of the
Westminister Creed or the polity there embodied brought
controversy and eventually schism. -^^"^
Pat ton in his Popular History of the Presbyterian
Church lists the two ."especially-obnoxious" complaints that
were directed toward the revivalists in the colonies:
One, the habit of revivalists preaching when uninvi
ted by the pastor within the bounds of the latter 's pa
rish� the answer was� the people heard them gladly. The
other, the censorious spirit which cnaracterized the con
servative ministers as unconverted; for this assertion
the ground seems to have been that they did not Qfiilly
coincide with the measures^ of the revivalists.
Out of this controversy among the Presbyterians emer
ged the Old-Side and the New-Side supporters. The Old-Side
were the steady conservatives who were opposed to any change
in the usual manner of preaching or worship. The New-Side
was made up of the revivalists.
^Q^Ibid. , p. 14E.
�^04pa,tton, o�. cit . , pp. 151-2.
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A division in, the Presbyterian Synod itself in 1741
was the outcome of this contention. The New-Side or the New
Brunswick party drew away to form their own religious body.
The New Brunswick party was zealous for what they regarded as
the evangelical truth. In the latter "s over-earnestness for
their position they sometimes were flagrantly guilty of lack
of charity and discretion. The Old-Side, after the separation,
continued indignant under, a sense of wrong. One party ap
pealed to the Word of God for support; the other to the Con
fession of Faith. The one, zealous for the truth, fell head
long into theories; the other, bent on order, could see only
the unyielding constitution. In 1758, however, the two synods
were,.merged.-again as a . result of careful- diplomacy on both
sides .
In the division that followed the Revival .of 1800, the
Presbyterians were less fortunate in regaining their losses
than they ?/ere following the Revival -in .the colonies . At the
1800 Revival, when the demand for preachers multiplied, the
Presbyterians would not consent to have laymen ordained with
out their possessing the necessary education. Regardless of
the pressing need during the revivals, the General Assembly
refused to ordain laymen who were otherwise worthy.
At the same Assembly disagreement was expressed con
cerning Calvinistic doctrines. A number of Presbyterian
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ministers, in the light of their revival experiences, ahan-
doned their Calvinistic doctrines during the camp meetings.
This was of no little concern to the Assembly. The out
come was that one, Richard McUemar, a Presbyterian revival
preacher, wao put on trial for preaching anti-Calvinistic
doctrines. Four other Presbyterian ministers took a stand
with McNemar. All were suspended. The resultant schism
was called by various names: New Lights, Schismatics, Stone-
ites , and Marshall ites.
The worship practices of these groups showed certain
peculiarities. When greeting each other with a hand shake,
members wo'uld not only shake their hands but their whole
bodies as well. When singing they would leap, skip, and
shake. At prayer the one that could pray t he loudest, bold
est, and brightest convinced the others that he had greater
recourse to the Spirit. Dui-ing the worship service jerking,,.
barking, and rolling were practiced. Of these five men who
seceded from the Presbyterian Church in 1803, two joined the
Shakers (McNemar and Dunlevy), two returned to the Presby
terian Church (Marshall and Thompson), and only one (Bar
ton Stone), remained true to the views he had announced. In
1832 he too changed membership when he united with the Chris
tian Church, organized by Alexander Campbell.
Philip Watters in his work on Peter Cartwright, says
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in regard to tiie high tide of spirituality in the revivals;
There was need of a cool head and a strong and steadyhand to hold the course safely in times of such tremen
dous excitement. There was danger that the mighty rushing wind of emotion and even the sweeping fire of fana
ticism would be counted more significant than the still,
small voice of God-lOS
A schism, "Psalmody", came about as the result of a
contention held by one, Adam Rankin, pastor of Mt. Zion
Presbyterian Church in Lexington, Kentucky. Though the issue
was small, Rankin achieved a considerable following. Rankin
was opposed to ithe use of Isaac Watts' version of the psalms.
He preferred Rouse's edition, commonly known as the Old
Psalms. When he took his plea to the General Assembly, he
was censured by that body for having cast aspersions on his
brethren; for contumacy he was suspended, for schism he was
deposed.
The Cumberland Presbyterian schism of 1810 was, how
ever, of wider influence than that of psalmody. The Cumber
land Presbyterian Church was organized as a separate denomi
nation on February 4, 1810 by a group of men who favored the
revival movement. This church recognized the Confession and
Discipline of the Presbyterian Church, while at the same time
10%otters, 0�. cit. , p. 33.
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it made provision for those who could not accept the doctrine
of predestination as taught by that .church. From its incep
tion the Cumberland Presbyterian Church gained steadily and
accomplished considerable good in those regions where it
originated and farther west as settlements were established
beyond the Mississippi .-^06
In spite of divisions, this period of 1800 to 1840
saw remarkable gains in the growth of the Presbyterian Church.
Between 1815 and 1834 the forty-one presbyteries increased
to one hundred and eighteen and the membership of 39 , 685 in
1815 multiplied to 247,964 in 1834, a growth of more than
600 per cent.^O'''
lO^Cleveland, 0�. ci_t . , p. 146.
lO^One Hundred Years of Kentucky Presbyterianism, p. 23
CHAPTER X
A FINAL WORD
The sweeping revivals of the late eighteenth and early-
nineteenth centuries exercised a profound influence for good in
our country. The Great Awakening came at the critical period
in the development of the American Republic. The nation was
growing beyond its powers of self control. Religion was at a
low ebb. Then, providentially, the entire country felt the
quickening of the revival that gripped Kentucky and its ad
joining states.
As a result of the Revival, churches that had been
dead were brought to life. A hopeless, wilderness of "dry
bones'! came to life. That which had been a spiritual desert
began to "blossom as a rose". Substantial increase in mem
bership was witnessed among the three major denominations:
Baptists, Presbyterians, and Methodists . The Christian re
ligion suddenly came to life. The vitality of the quickening
is felt to this day .
Not only was church membership a sign of the growing
influence of Christianity in America, but the Revival facili
tated the emergence of other interests. It was not long un
til Sunday Schools took root and flourished. A fresh vision
of missionary and philanthropic possibilities was witnessed
8�
generally. Theological seminaries were founded, and religious
periodicals began to make their appearance. The church of
Jesus Chi'ist became fiim and strong in the new land. She
was no longer a victim of the times, but rather an institu
tion to be reckoned with. Her voice was to be heard not only
denounc?.ng all manner of social sin; it was again the most
powerful force for good in the land. It may be said that the
revival of religion in this period turned the tide of un
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